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ABSTRACT
To save effort, developers often translate programs from one programming language to another, instead of implementing it from scratch. Translating application program interfaces (APIs) used in one language to functionally equivalent ones available in another language is an important aspect of program translation. Existing approaches facilitate the translation by automatically identifying the API mappings across programming languages. However, these approaches still require large amounts of parallel corpora, ranging from pairs of APIs or code fragments that are functionally equivalent, to similar code comments.

To minimize the need for parallel corpora, this paper aims at an automated approach that can map APIs across languages with much less a priori knowledge than other approaches. Our approach is based on a realization of the notion of domain adaptation, combined with code embedding, to better align two vector spaces. Taking as input large sets of programs, our approach first generates numeric vector representations of the programs (including the APIs used in each language), and it adapts generative adversarial networks (GAN) to align the vectors in different spaces of two languages. For better alignment, we initialize the GAN with parameters derived from API mapping seeds that can be identified accurately with a simple automatic signature-based matching heuristic. Then the cross-language API mappings can be identified via nearest-neighbors queries in the aligned vector spaces. We have implemented the approach (SAR, named after three main technical components, Seeding, Adversarial training, and Refinement) in a prototype for mapping APIs across Java and C# programs. Our evaluation on about 2 million Java files and 1 million C# files shows that the approach can achieve 48% and 78% mapping accuracy in its top-1 and top-10 API mapping results respectively, with only 174 automatically identified seeds, which is more accurate than other approaches using the same or much more mapping seeds.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Migrating software projects from one language to another is a common and important task in software engineering. To support the process, various migration tools have been proposed. A fundamental challenge faced by such tools is to translate the library APIs of one language to functionally equivalent counterparts of another. Often, much manual effort is required to define the mappings between the respective APIs of two languages.

Several studies have addressed this API mapping problem, such as MAM [39], StaMiner [21], DeepAM [13], and Api2Api [26]. MAM [39] and StaMiner [21] require as input a large body of parallel program corpora, which contain functionally equivalent code that use APIs in both languages, in order to mine the mappings. Thus, they rely heavily on the availability of bilingual projects that implement the same functionality in two or more languages, which is not easy to find for any pair of languages. Although they rely on similar function names to reduce manual effort needed to identify parallel data, many functions with similar names may be actually functionally different, degrading the quality of training data and final mapping results. DeepAM [13] maps API sequences to sequences based on the text descriptions for the sequences. Its intuition is that two API sequences across languages may be mapped to each other if their text descriptions are similar. This approach does not need API mapping seeds, but requires many similar text descriptions across programs written in different programming languages whose availability can affect the mapping results. Api2Api [26] uses a vector space transformation method inspired by Mikolov et al. [17], but it still requires many API mapping seeds from an external source (Java2CSharp [5]) to map APIs across languages.
In this paper, we propose an approach that can map APIs across languages while alleviating the shortcoming of existing approaches. We realize that the underlying goal of state-of-the-art techniques is essentially to find a transformation that can align two different domains (in our context, the two vector spaces for APIs in two different languages). Api2Api [26] is also an instance of this idea to learn an optimal transformation matrix between two vector spaces while requiring much parallel training data. However, empirical evidence of existing approaches suggest that collecting the training data is an expensive process that requires either availability of manual inspection or high-quality documentations. This has led to the following research question we aim to answer in this paper: “Can a model be built to minimize the need of parallel data to map APIs across languages?”.

We realize that the API mapping problem may be addressed by techniques based on generative adversarial training [10] with the assistance of a pre-trained model. Given large code bases in two languages, it is likely that certain similarities between the code bases can be exploited to discover APIs of similar functionality across languages, without manually specifying parallel corpora. Such knowledge of similar functionalities may not be big enough for a complete mapping model, but it is small enough to afford human validation. Once validated, the knowledge can be transferred through adversarial training techniques to maximize the alignment between the two languages which results in better API mappings.

Our approach for API mapping works in the following way: (1) it takes in a large number of programs in two languages, and generates a vector space representing code and APIs in each language via a word embedding technique adapted from previous studies [3, 13, 21, 26, 39]; (2) it adapts domain adaption techniques [6, 9, 10] to transform and align the two vector spaces for the two languages, with mainly three technical components: Seeding, Adversarial training, and Refinement; and (3) it utilizes nearest-neighbors queries in the aligned vector spaces to identify the mapping result of each API. We name our approach SAR, after the three main technical components in the domain adaption step.

We have implemented the approach in a prototype tailored for Java and C#, and evaluated and compared it with the state-of-the-art techniques, such as StaMiner [21], DeepAM [13] and Api2Api [26]. We have evaluated the prototype on a dataset of more than 14,800 Java projects containing approximately 2.1 million files and 7,800 C# projects containing approximately 958,000 files. Our evaluation results indicate that the approach can achieve 54% and 82% accuracy in its top-1 and top-10 API mapping results with only 174 automatic identifications, more accurate than other approaches using the same or much more mapping seeds. In addition, we also identify about 400 more API mappings between the Java and C# SDKs than other approaches.

The main contributions of this paper are as follows:

- We propose SAR, a new approach based on domain adaption techniques to transform and align different vector spaces across languages with the assistance of a seeding, adversarial learning, and refinement method. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to apply the adversarial training techniques for the API mapping task.
- We adapt the adversarial training techniques in a number of ways to improve its alignment of the vector spaces: (1) we use nearest-neighbor queries to identify possible mapping candidates for better alignment; (2) we use a similarity-based model selection criteria and reduce the need of known API mappings during the training of our model; and (3) we use the Procrustes algorithm to find the exact solution of the mapping matrix.
- We have implemented the approach and evaluated it with a corpus containing millions of Java and C# source files; via an extensive empirical evaluation on different components of our approach, we demonstrate its advantages against other API mapping approaches in producing more accurate mappings with much fewer seeds that can be automatically identified.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses related work on cross-language program translation and relevant techniques. Cross-Language Program Translation. For the problem of cross-language program translation, much work has utilized various statistical language models for tokens [33], phrases [15, 24, 25], or APIs [4, 8, 21, 22, 28, 38, 39]. A few studies also used word embedding for API mapping and migration (e.g., [12, 13, 26, 28, 35]), but our work does not need large number of manually specified parallel corpora or mapping seeds. Tools for translating code among specific languages in practice (e.g., Java2CSharp [5]) also often dependent on manually defined rules specific to the grammars of individual languages, while our approach alleviates the need of language-specific rules.

MAM [39] and StaMiner [21] rely on the availability of bilingual projects that implement the same functionality in two or more languages. DeepAM [13] requires many similar text descriptions across programs written in different programming languages whose availability can affect the mapping results. Api2Api [26] requires many API mapping seeds from Java2CSharp [5] to map APIs. The idea of our approach is most similar to Api2Api, while we combine seed-based and unsupervised domain adaption techniques to reduce the need of mapping seeds.

Relevant Techniques. For the techniques used to represent, model, learn source code, many studies exist for building various statistical language models of code for various purposes in recent years [1]. When it comes to what models to use for code, there is still much room for improvement. Hellendoorn et al. [14] showed that simpler code learning models (e.g., n-gram) with caches of code locality and hierarchy may outperform complex deep neural network models. While other studies (e.g., [13, 15, 22]) demonstrate that more grammatical and semantic code features at various levels of abstraction can be useful for more accurate models. These studies provoke us to perform code embedding with structural information, and in future to explore more semantic information for code embedding.
However, existing studies using domain adaption techniques for API mapping and translation still require the creation of mapping seeds [26, 28]. To transform vector spaces, studies in NLP on sentence comparison and translation involve variants of bilateral models to align the contents [33], but they require parallel corpora in two languages. Recent progresses in domain adaption alleviate the need of parallel corpora [6, 9, 10]. In an application to image learning, domain adaptation through GAN has shown benefit to transfer the models from other dataset as pre-training models when training on smaller dataset [32], which provides the technical foundation for our work.

3 BACKGROUND

The goal of domain adaptation is to produce a mapping matrix as an approximation of the similarities between vectors in the two spaces. This section gives a brief overview of two methods for domain adaptation: seed-based (supervised) or unsupervised. Apart from the two input vector spaces, the seed-based method also requires a set of seeds as the parallel training data to learn the matrix, while unsupervised method does not: the mapping matrix can be obtained through adversarial learning assuming that similarity exists between the distributions of vectors in the two spaces.

3.1 Seed-based Domain Adaptation

Given two sets of embeddings have been trained independently on monolingual data, seed-based domain adaptation is to learn a mapping using the seeds s.t. their translations are close in a shared vector space. Such an idea has been explored for word translation in NLP [17], and Api2Api [26] adapts it to learn API mappings.

Formally, given two vector spaces, \( X = \{x_1, \ldots, x_n\} \) and \( Y = \{y_1, \ldots, y_m\} \), containing \( n \) and \( m \) embeddings for two languages \( L_1 \) and \( L_2 \), and a set \( S \) of seeds of API embedding pairs \( \{(x_s, y_s)\}_i \in \{1, |S|\} \), we want to learn a linear mapping \( W \) between the source and the target space, such that \( Wx_s \) approximates \( y_s \). In theory, \( W \) can be learned by solving the following objective function:

\[
W^* \triangleq \min_{W \in M} \|Wx_S - y_S\|_2
\]

where \( d \) is the dimension of the embeddings; \( M \subset \mathbb{R}^{d \times d} \) is the space of \( d \times d \) matrices of real numbers; \( X_S \triangleq \{x_s\} \subset X \) and \( Y_S \triangleq \{y_s\} \subset Y \) contain the embeddings of the APIs in the seeds, which are matrices of size \( d \times |S| \).

Instead of approximating a solution using traditional stochastic gradient descent method used in Api2Api [26], there exists an analytical Procrustes problem [30] solved by Xing et al. [34], which has a closed form solution of the mapping matrix derived from the singular value decomposition (SVD) of \( YX^T \):

\[
W^* \triangleq \text{argmin}_{W} \|Wx - y\|_2 = UV^T, \text{with } UXV^T = SVD(YX^T)
\]

The advantage of a closed form solution is that one can get the exact solution which is better than the approximate solution of gradient descent, and is faster in computation.

With the mapping matrix \( W \), one can use \( y_x = Wx \) to map a query vector \( x \). The vector \( y_x \) is the mapping, or adaptation, of \( x \) in the target space.

3.2 Unsupervised Domain Adaptation

Adversarial learning has been successfully used for domain adaptation in an unsupervised manner. In particular, the Generative Adversarial Network [10] achieves this goal by a model which comprises a generator and a discriminator as two inter-playing components. A generator network that aims to learn real data distribution and produce fake data to fool the other component, so-called the discriminator; the discriminator network that acts as a classifier, which aims to distinguish the generated fake data from the real data. The two components are trained in a minimax fashion and would converge when the generator has maximized its ability to generate fake data so similar to the real data that the probability for the discriminator to make a mistake would be \( \frac{1}{2} \).

Conneau et al. [6] use this idea as a variant for the machine translation task, which achieves significantly better results than other baselines of machine translation, which would require no parallel data to train the networks. The generator, in this case, is a mapping matrix \( W \), which can simply be seen as a set of parameters that need to be learned, and the discriminator is a feed-forward neural network. We want to find a matrix \( W \) as an approximation of the mapping between the two vector spaces \( X \) and \( Y \). In the adversarial learning setting, we aim to optimize two parameters: one is the discriminator’s parameters, denoted as \( \theta_D \), the other is the mapping matrix \( W \). Our goal is to find the optimal value of two sets of parameters, which results that we have two objective functions in the adversarial learning setting.

**Discriminator objective.** Given the mapping \( W \), the discriminator (parameterized as \( \theta_D \)) is optimized by this objective function:

\[
L_D(\theta_D|W) = -\sum_{i=1}^{n} \log P_{\theta_D}(\text{source} = 1|Wx_i) - \sum_{i=1}^{m} \log P_{\theta_D}(\text{source} = 0|y_i)
\]

where \( P_{\theta_D}(\text{source} = 1|v) \) is the probability that a vector \( v \) originates from the source embedding space (as opposed to an embedding from the target space).

**Mapping objective.** Given the discriminator \( \theta_D \), the mapping \( W \) aims to fool the discriminator’s ability of predicting the original domain of an embedding by minimizing this objective function:

\[
L_W(\theta_W|W) = -\sum_{i=1}^{n} \log P_{\theta_D}(\text{source} = 0|Wx_i) - \sum_{i=1}^{m} \log P_{\theta_D}(\text{source} = 1|y_i)
\]

**Learning Algorithm.** The discriminator \( \theta_D \) and the mapping \( W \) are optimized iteratively to minimize \( L_D \) and \( L_W \), respectively by following the training procedure of adversarial networks proposed by Goodfellow et al. [10]

4 OUR APPROACH

Combining the virtues of seed-based and unsupervised adversarial methods described in the background, our domain adaptation approach can approximate two spaces of vectors with minimal parallel corpora. Although unsupervised adversarial learning method does not require any seed as parallel data, the distributions of vectors (i.e., embeddings) in the two spaces may not be similar. Therefore, it is our hypothesis that the performance could be improved by initializing the unsupervised adversarial learning method with a
small set of seeds taken from the seed-based domain adaptation, and by generating the rest of API mappings in the two steps below:

- From large code corpora in two different languages, we create two vector spaces for APIs by adapting word embedding technique for code. From such corpora, we derive a small set of mappings based on a simple text similarity heuristic (see Code Embedding in Figure 1);
- The two vector spaces, along with the mapping seeds, are transformed by a mapping matrix to get aligned with each other. This step comprises three sub-steps: Seeding, Adversarial Learning, and Refinement (see Domain Adaptation in Figure 1).

For any given API \( a \) in the source language and its continuous vector representation \( x \), we can map it to the other domain space by computing \( y = Wx \). Then, one can find the top-\( k \) nearest neighbors of \( y \) in the target vector space, using cosine similarity as the distance metric, and finally can retrieve the list of APIs in the target language that has the same embeddings as the top-\( k \) nearest neighbors. The list of APIs can then be used as the mapping results for \( a \) (see Cross-Space Near-Neighbor Query in Figure 1).

### 4.1 Code Embedding via Word Embedding

We first parse source code files into Abstract Syntax Trees (ASTs) using fAST [37] for both Java and C# projects. We convert each AST to a sequence of tokens by traversing the AST in its preorder. Through the traversal, we can identify the API token by checking the type of the node (e.g., function call nodes). We perform the normalization step to enrich the code sequence with structural information extracted from parsing, which constitutes two steps:

**Filtering out unnecessary tokens**: Once obtained the token sequence, we filter out tokens that are not necessary for our task, such as operators and primitive variable identifiers. Language keywords and AST node types are still kept for code embedding as they can enrich the structural information of the sequence.

**Converting raw API tokens into signatures**: This step reduces the variance of vocabulary existing in the source code. For example, one may extract the ‘List.add’ method from the ‘java.util.List’ class, or from the ‘com.google.common.collect.List’ in an external third-party library. Even though these two APIs have the same class and method names, their usages and semantics are different.

To handle such cases, we propose this additional step to convert a raw API token to its signature in qualified name format ‘Package.Class.Method’. The ‘Package’ is identified by using the ‘import’ statements (Java) or ‘using’ statements (C#).

Below shows an example of the normalization for the code token sequence:

```plaintext
float List.add List.add if List.addAll else HashMap.put return
```

From the corpora of code sequences, we use the skip-gram model [16] to train the embedding of tokens. Given a large corpus as the training data, the tokens appearing in the same context would usually have their embeddings close by distance in the vector space.

### 4.2 Domain Adaptation

Our domain adaptation comprises three steps: seeding, adversarial training, and refinement (hence the abbreviation SAR of our approach). Seeing SAR from outside as a black-box, it receives two vector spaces and a set of seeds as input and generates a mapping matrix \( W \) as output. Internally, each step of SAR is a different way to improve the mapping matrix, which receives the matrix output from the previous step as input and produces the improved version of it as output. We assign \( W_1 \), \( W_2 \), and \( W_3 \) as the output matrix for the three steps, respectively. Figure 2 summaries the domain adaptation procedure. The rationale for each step is described as follows:

1. **The Seeding step** to initialize a mapping matrix between the two vector spaces based on some prior knowledge (i.e., seeds)
2. **The Adversarial Learning step** to re-use the knowledge learned from the Seeding step as an initializer for adversarial training in order to maximize the similarity between the two vector spaces

![Figure 1: Approach Overview](image)

![Figure 2: Domain adaptation steps to align two vector spaces](image)
(or two distributions); and (3) The Refinement step to make the mapping matrix reach its optimal state.

4.2.1 Seeding. After Code Embedding, two vector spaces are obtained to produce a mapping matrix that approximates the two vector spaces by using the knowledge from mapping seeds in a dictionary. Notice that by simple signature-based comparison to identify APIs having the same signature name, one can identify many high-quality mapping candidates to be used as the seeds without any human effort to verify because developers often use the same name for the same functionality even when they are in different languages.

Having the set of seeds obtained, in addition to the two vector spaces $X$ and $Y$, the initial mapping matrix produced is $W_1$ by solving the Equation 1 in Section 3 (also see Seeding in Figure 2). This seeding step can be seen as a function $A$, which will receive these three inputs and produces a transforming matrix $W_1$ such that $W_1 = A(X, Y, D)$. Internally, $A$ solves the optimization problem described in Section 3 given the three inputs.

4.2.2 Adversarial Learning. The quality of the matrix $W_1$ learned in the previous step is limited by the number of seeds one can provide, which results in an approximation between the source and target domains. In this case, the knowledge learned for $W_1$ can be seen as a pre-trained model and can be reused for the other model.

Formally, given the two original vector spaces, $X = \{x_1, \ldots, x_n\}$ and $Y = \{y_1, \ldots, y_m\}$, containing $n$ and $m$ API embeddings obtained from the Code Embedding step, we want to find the matrix $W_2$ to maximize the approximation of the mapping between the two vector spaces. We use adversarial learning to achieve this goal, which comprises of two steps: the mapping matrix $W_2$ and a discriminator network as described in Section 3.2. Our goal is to find the optimal value of $W_2$ and $\theta_D$ (discriminator parameters). We achieve this by training the adversarial network with the objective functions as described in Section 3.2 to find $W_2$ and $\theta_D$.

The key difference with the general adversarial setting described Section 3.2 is that we do not initialize $W_2$ randomly as one usually does when training a neural network. Instead, we use $W_1$ as a pre-trained model to initialize for the $W_2$ so that $W_2$ is initialized with some good knowledge, even if it is small (see Adversarial Learning in Figure 2). This step is essential to improve the performance of the API mapping results.

Model Selection Criteria. In short, this step is for choosing the optimal parameters for the Adversarial Learning step, although the heuristic used is similar to the Refinement step. To train the adversarial networks, like any other neural network architecture, we need a validation set to select the best model for the prediction step. The validation set is used to minimize over-fitting when training the neural network. Concretely, for each training epoch, one needs to evaluate against the validation dataset to pick the model that has the highest validation accuracy through training. Our goal is to use as little parallel data as possible to build the model. In practice, one only has a very small number of seeds inferred from the signature-based matching, or in the worst case, one cannot infer any seed to have data for validation. As such, it is impractical to use a parallel dataset as a validation set to train neural networks in the adversarial learning step, i.e., involving additional prior knowledge.

To address this issue, we perform a model selection using unsupervised criteria that quantify the closeness of the source and target embedding spaces. Specifically, we consider them as a set of $K$ most frequent source APIs and multiply them with the mapping matrix $W$ to generate a target mapping for each of them. After that, we get a set of mappings, then compute the average cosine similarity of these mappings and use the average as a validation metric.

4.2.3 Refinement for Better Alignment. The adversarial approach tries to align all words irrespective of their frequencies. However, rare tokens have embeddings that are less updated in the back-propagation step and are more likely to appear in different contexts in each corpus, which makes them harder to align [6]. To address this problem, we use the method proposed in [6] to infer a list of mapping candidates using only the most frequent tokens. Moreover, other heuristics are introduced to infer another candidate set of mapping based on the threshold of cosine similarity, which can be used as another synthetic dictionary that can combine with the top-K frequency mapping candidates.

Following the step shown in [6], it is possible to build a set of mapping candidates using $W_2$ just learned with adversarial training. Assume that one can induce a combined set of mapping candidates from different heuristics above, and the quality of the combined set is good, then this set of candidates should be used to learn a better mapping and, consequently, an even better set of candidates for the next iteration. The process can repeat iteratively to obtain a hopefully better mapping and candidates set each iteration until some convergence criteria are met. Formally, the refinement step receives $W_2$ from the previous adversarial learning step, along with the two original embeddings $X$ and $Y$ to produce the next $W_3$ iteratively (see Refinement in Figure 2).

Specifically, we produce the mapping candidates for refinement based on two heuristics:

Top-K Frequency: Conneau et al. [6] shows that by taking the top-k frequent words and their nearest neighbors in the transformed vector space, it can provide high-quality mapping candidates because the most frequently used words are likely to be the same across languages. Therefore, we can use the top-k frequent API names to induce the seeds for the refinement.

Cosine Similarity Threshold: Since finding API mappings in the aligned vector space is essential to finding APIs close enough in the vector space, all API pairs “similar enough” in the vector space aligned by Adversarial Learning can be good candidates for the refinement step. In this work, we use the cosine similarity as the metric to measure how similar two vectors are. We note that not all APIs in a language can have a mapping in another language. In the empirical case study, we show how a good threshold is found in Section 5.3.2.

Therefore, we can infer two sets of synthetic mapping candidates from the above heuristics. In fact, there are different ways to merge them into one single set as they can overlap as, e.g., (1) the union of the two sets, (2) the intersection of the two sets. In contrast to Conneau et al. [6], we use an additional Cosine Similarity Threshold heuristic to get a better set of mapping candidates.
Table 1: Example of Seeds from the Signature-based Matching Heuristic

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Java</th>
<th>C#</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

The matrix $W_3$ in this step is the final output of the domain adaptation process. When it comes to the step to produce the mapping from the source query, the embeddings of the query will be multiplied with $W_3$ in order to obtain corresponding mappings in the target language.

5 EMPIRICAL EVALUATION

We have conducted extensive empirical evaluations on our approach in various settings to answer the following research questions:

RQ1 Compared to related methods, is our approach more effective in identifying API mappings?

RQ2 How well do different combinations of refinement heuristics improve the performance?

RQ3 What is the impact of each component in our approach on the performance?

5.1 Dataset

We use the Java Giga corpus data described by Allamanis et al. [2]. It involves approximately 14,807 Java projects from Github and contains approximately 2.1 millions of files. For C#, we clone the projects on Github that have at least 1 star and collect 7,841 C# projects with about 958,000 files. As the main advantage of our approach, there is no need to specify which code in Java is functionally equivalent to which code in C#. For each function in a file, we traverse the AST of the function to extract the API call sequences. For Java, we get a corpus containing 6.7 million code sequences; for C#, we get a corpus containing 5.1 million code sequences.

For evaluation, we take 860 method API mappings and 430 class API mappings defined in Java2CSharp [5] as the ground truth for evaluating our approach against the baselines.

5.2 Implementation

We adopt Gensim [29] in NLP to produce the embeddings of tokens for the Java and C# corpora. We use the same settings used by Mikolov et al. [18] during the training: stochastic gradient descent with a default learning rate of 0.025, negative sampling with 30 samples, skip-gram with a context window of size 10, and a subsampling rate of value $1e^{-4}$.

5.2.1 Evaluation Metrics. We use three metrics to measure the performance of our approach and the baselines.

Top-k Accuracy: The top-k accuracy is defined as follow: For a test JDK API j, SAR produces a resulting list. If the true mapping API in C# .NET for j is in the top-k resulting list, we count it a hit. If not, we count it a miss. Top-k accuracy is computed as the ratio between the number of hits and the total of hits and misses for a given ground-truth test set.

Mean Reciprocal Rank: For a test JDK API j as a query, SAR produces a resulting list, we calculate the Reciprocal Rank (RR) of that query. For all queries in our evaluation data, we calculate the Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR) of the test set. MRR is the average of the reciprocal ranks of results for a sample of queries.

Formally, Reciprocal Rank can be defined as: $RR = \frac{1}{rank_i}$, where $rank_i$ refers to the rank position of the first relevant mapping for the i-th query. And the Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR) can be defined as $MRR = \frac{1}{|Q|} \sum_{i=1}^{Q} RR_i$, where $RR_i$ refers to the Reciprocal Rank for the i-th query, $|Q|$ refers to the total number of queries.

F-score: The F-score is defined as $F = (2 * P * R) / (P + R)$, where Precision $P = TP / (TP + FP)$ and Recall $R = TP / (TP + FN)$. TP refers to the number of true positives, which is the number of API mappings that are in both result dataset and the ground truth set; TN refers to the number of true negatives, which is the number of API mappings that are neither in the returned results nor in the ground truth set; FP refers to the number of false positives which represents the number of mappings in the ground truth set but not in the results.

5.2.2 Code Embedding. From the two code corpora, we scan through all pairs of APIs in the two corpora to produce a set of seeds using the signature-based matching heuristic. We got 257 seeds for this step. Table 1 shows examples of the seeds. Among these 257 seeds, we found that 83 seeds overlap in the 860 ground truth mappings. Note that for a fair comparison with the baselines (Api2Api, DeepAM, StaMiner), we remove these 83 overlapping seeds from the 257 seeds and we get a set of 174 seeds for the Seeding step. Then, we apply word embedding on the corpora to get the source embedding and target embedding. We use the embeddings, along with the seeds as the input for the domain adaptation process.

5.2.3 Domain Adaptation. For the seeding step, we find $W_1$ by using the Procrustes solution in Equation 2 with three inputs: source embedding $X$ (Java), target embedding $Y$ (C#), and 174 mapping seeds. This step gives us the mapping matrix $W_1$. We implement the adversarial learning by using PyTorch [27]. We use Momentum Gradient Descent method [31] to search for the optimal transformation matrix $W_2$.

We use the unsupervised model selection criteria proposed in Section 4.2.2 to select the best model by choosing the top 1000 frequent API token pairs, e.g., top-1 frequent token in the source is aligned with top-1 frequent token in the target as the validation set, then we extract the $W_2$ from the model. Figure 3 shows three different lines: (1) the discriminator accuracy, which is the accuracy in classifying the samples from the source and target embeddings, (2) the API mapping accuracy, which is the accuracy when using the model to evaluate against the 1000 pairs validation set, and (3) the average cosine similarity of all the pairs. As shown, the criteria correlate well to the mapping accuracy. The high instability is because of over-fitting. Thus, we only selected the model of the best validation accuracy.

From $W_2$ resulting from the adversarial training, we obtain the final $W_3$ by performing the refinement step on the basis of two heuristics in Section 4.2.3. For the top-N frequency heuristics, we

\footnote{Our implementation (including source code and a docker image) can be accessed at the public repository: https://github.com/bdqngi/SAR_API_mapping}
choose top-500 frequent tokens for the synthetic dictionary, as suggested in [6]. For the second similarity threshold rule, we use 0.7 as the threshold as shown in Section 5.3.2, we found that this number balances coverage and precision of API mappings well.

5.3 Evaluation

5.3.1 RQ1. Effectiveness of SAR in Mining API Mapping. The first question we want to answer is how effective our approach is in identifying API mappings from the two vector spaces. We compare SAR with Api2Api, StaMiner, and DeepAM.

Result Summary. Index 24 in Table 2 uses 174 API mappings automatically selected by the signature-based matching heuristic and test against the 860 ground truth mappings. Index 16 uses 688 mappings selected randomly from the 860 ground truth set and test against the rest. The performance of SAR in terms of top-k accuracy is shown. As one can see in both cases, the top-1 accuracies are above 50%, and the top-10 accuracies are above 80%.

Compare to Api2Api. The method used in Api2Api is corresponding to the seeding step in our domain adaptation process, which finds a mapping matrix by solving the Equation 1 given a large set of seeds. We use the top-k accuracy as the evaluation metric.

Table 2 shows the top-k accuracy of our approach when comparing to Api2Api in various settings. First, we compare Api2Api with SAR using the seeds coming from two different sources: the 860 mappings defined by Java2CSharp and the 174 mappings inferred from the signature-based matching. Here we described the variances as results shown in Table 2, indicating that our approach can use much fewer number of seeds compared to Api2Api but still achieve better results.

Select randomly: we select a subset of mappings r randomly from 860 mappings in the ground truth, and test against the rest 860 − r mappings. Concretely, r = 0, 10, 50, and 100;

k-fold: we divide the 860 mappings into k = 1, 2, 3, 4 folds and perform the variants of five-fold cross-validation: while k folds are used as training data, the other 5 − k folds are used as testing data;

Select by signature: we use 174 mappings inferred by method signature, and select randomly a varying number of them as the training data and test against the remaining mappings in the ground truth.

The process repeats for using different folds as the training data for both Api2Api and we take the average accuracy are some observations from the results:

- Using the same number of seeds, either using the seeds from Random, K-fold or Signature-based, we get significantly better results than Api2Api for every setting.
- When using all of the 174 signature-based seeds, our approach gets significantly better results than Api2Api: top-1 improves 17%, top-5 improves 30%, and top-10 improves 18%.

We also compare with Api2Api by using MRR as the evaluation metric. For a JDK API in the 860 ground truth mappings, we use it as a query for SAR to produce a resulting list, then we calculate the MRR for the first relevant mapping in the list. We do this for all of the JDK APIs in the 860 ground truth mappings and calculate the MRR of the test JDK APIs. We then do the same for Api2Api and get an MRR score. The MRRs for SAR and Api2Api are 0.67 and 0.43, respectively, which indicates that when given a query, SAR can retrieve the mapping results more accurately than Api2Api.

Compare to StaMiner and DeepAM. We follow the details described in StaMiner and DeepAM to measure how well SAR performs in mining API mappings for Class API and Method API. In Java, an API element, by definition, can be a class, a method or a field in the class; and it must belong to a package (or the namespace in case of C#). As such, the goal in this task is to measure the performance of the Class and Method API mapping task one by one for each API of each package, i.e., to see which package has the best performance for API mappings, so-called 1-to-1 mappings. For the method API mapping, we use the 860 method ground truth mapping described in Section 5.1 for evaluation. For the class API mapping, we use the 430 class ground truth mapping described in Section 5.1 for evaluation. We follow the details described in DeepAM to choose only the APIs under the packages as shown in Table 3, column 'Package', so that the total number of method API mapping left is 289 (remaining from 860 ground truth method API mappings), and the total number of class API Mapping 283 (remaining from 430 ground truth class API mappings).

Adapting SAR for class-level API mapping is relatively easy: one can remove the method part of a qualified API signature token so that only the package and class parts of the token are retained in

---

[Note that we still use the model without the overlapping seeds]
Table 3: Accuracy of 1-1 Mapping when compares with StaMiner and MAM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Package</th>
<th>Class Migration</th>
<th>Method Migration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Recall</td>
<td>Precision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>java.io</td>
<td>Sta</td>
<td>DeepA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>java.lang</td>
<td>70.0%</td>
<td>66.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>java.net</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>java.sql</td>
<td>80.0%</td>
<td>64.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>java.util</td>
<td>66.7%</td>
<td>82.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>java.util.concurrent</td>
<td>50.0%</td>
<td>62.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>java.util.concurrent.atomic</td>
<td>80.0%</td>
<td>60.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>java.util.regex</td>
<td>91.9%</td>
<td>86.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>java.util.weakReference</td>
<td>75.5%</td>
<td>81.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>java.util.zip</td>
<td>80.0%</td>
<td>65.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Examples of newly found APIs in Java and C#

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Java</th>
<th>C#</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>java.lang.Byte.parseByte</td>
<td>System.IO.BinaryReader.ReadDouble</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>java.lang.Double.longBitsToDouble</td>
<td>java.math.BigDecimal.valueOf</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Accuracy of the filtered mappings using various similarity thresholds

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Threshold</th>
<th>Coverage</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Top-1</td>
<td>Top-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Effects of Cosine Similarity Threshold. In this section, we measure the effect of different ways to combine the seeds for the refinement step. We want to measure the effects of cosine similarity threshold in order to choose a good one for the second heuristic in the refinement step. Since the threshold is a part of the refinement, the domain adaptation step only comprises of two steps: Seeding and Adversarial Learning. Once the threshold is found, we use it for the Refinement in the other experiments. Then we produce the mapping for each source query in the 860 ground truth mappings. For each mapping produce, we obtain the cosine similarity between the query and the result mapping. We choose a threshold to filter out the mapping that has the cosine similarity lower than the threshold, then we measure the accuracy of the filtered mappings.3

Effects of Different Combinations of Refinement Heuristics. Obtained 0.7 as a good threshold to identify correct mappings, we use this number for the "Cosine Similarity Threshold " heuristic in the refinement step. What we measure is the impact of the two refinement heuristics on the performance, either using only one of them or combine them together. The domain adaptation also comprises of Seeding and Adversarial Learning. After Adversarial Learning, we use different combinations of refinement heuristics to measure the effect of each heuristic. We use the 860 ground truth mappings from Java2CSharp as the test set.

Note that the number of filtered mappings can be different when using different cosine similarity threshold to filter out the mappings in the query results whose similarity is less than the threshold. For the whole SAR approach, we do not apply the filtering for more strict evaluation.

3.2 RQ2. Effect of Different Refinement Approaches.

3https://github.com/bdqnghi/SAR_API_mapping/blob/master/new_found/new_found_apis.csv
Table 6: Different ways to combine refinement heuristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Refine Method</th>
<th>Top-1</th>
<th>Top-5</th>
<th>Top-10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Top-K</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cosine</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Union Top-K + Cosine</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intersection Top-K + Cosine</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7: Ablation Study – effects of each component

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Baselines</th>
<th>Seeds</th>
<th>Top-1</th>
<th>Top-5</th>
<th>Top-10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baselines + Adv</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>174</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seeding + Refine</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>174</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seeding</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>174</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Refine</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adv + Refine</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adv</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results in Table 6 show that taking the Intersection between the Top-K Frequency and the Cosine Threshold heuristic results in the best performance. This implies that the Cosine Threshold has an effect to filter out poor Top-K Frequency synthetic seeds, thus making the refinement better in overall.

5.3.3 RQ3: Effect of Each Component. We performed an ablation study of domain adaptation to measure the performance of individual components as well as their combinations (Table 7). Note that for the Refinement component, since Section 5.3.2 shows that using the intersection of Top-K and cosine threshold leads to better results than union, we refer Refinement to those of ”Intersection of Top-K and Cosine” performance.

Here are some observations from the results:

- The seeding step is an important step for the domain adaptation to work well, e.g., even with a small set of seeds (25), which is a very small knowledge, it sets up a basis for the adversarial learning to improve the performance significantly.
- Adversarial Learning is essential in improving the performance, e.g., comparing Seeding+Adv against Seeding, the top-1 accuracy is improved by 14% on average.
- Adversarial Learning is essential in improving the performance, e.g., comparing Seeding+Adv against Seeding, the top-1 accuracy is improved by 14% on average.
- The refinement step does not achieve any good result because the initial input matrix was completely random that cannot be refined to anything better;
- Using the Adversarial Learning alone achieves some reasonable results, e.g., top-1 = 25%, top-10 = 35%. Further with the refinement step, top-1 improves to 29%, top-10 becomes 40%. These can be seen as the results of unsupervised domain adaptation without any initial seeds.

5.4 Explainability Analysis of the Results

We performed various explainability analyses of our model in varying configurations to obtain some insights about our method. From the results, we show that our approach performs significantly better than Api2Api in every perspective. An interesting question one may ask is ”why does this approach perform better than Api2Api?”. Although theoretically, Adversarial Learning maximizes the similarity between two distributions, it is still useful to explain this phenomenon using analysis of the results.

5.4.1 Effect of Refinement on Frequent vs Rare tokens. We note that the frequency of an API token could affect the quality of the mapping result, i.e. more frequent tokens could affect performance more than the less frequent ones. With this assumption, the refinement of the mapping matrix tries to improve the mapping by using frequent tokens as the anchor. To measure the effect of the refinement on frequent tokens and rare tokens, we ranked the 860 ground truth mappings in Java2CSharp by the frequency of the source APIs, i.e., the Java JDK APIs. Then we use our model to produce the mapping results against the top 10%, which is a subset of frequent tokens; and bottom 10%, which is a subset of rare tokens. Note that to ensure a fair comparison, we use the 174 non-overlapping seeds to train the domain adaptation procedure.

The results in Table 8 show the following observations:

- Mapping accuracy decreases while increasing top-k frequent tokens in the evaluation set, in either setting. This implies that token frequency does affect the mapping result;
- The refinement step can improve the result of both the frequent tokens and rare tokens, although the impact is bigger on frequent tokens, e.g., improved by 10% for top-10%, and only 2% for bottom-10%.

5.4.2 Retrieved Results Comparison. To evaluate our approach qualitatively, we retrieved C# API methods from sample queries in Java SDK. Table 9 shows the resulting top-5 C# APIs for four queries: *java.util.Collection.add*, *java.io.File.exists* *javaw.swing.Text JTextComponent.setCaretPosition*, and *java.util.concurrent.atomic.AtomicInteger.getAndDecrement*. They are ordered by increasing difficulty in finding a mapping.

For the first query, we can see that both Api2Api and our approach can successfully select the correct top-1 mapping, the other results are also related. This case can be considered as easy for both approaches to performing well. For the second query, both approaches can achieve a good exact mapping, but for the other results, our approach can generalize all of the results under the ‘System.IO.File’ class, while there are some less related results in the top-5 produced by Api2Api, e.g., ‘System.Web.ErrorFormatter.ResolveHttpFileName’. The third query token ranks the 11,204th in the embedding table. As discussed earlier, embedding quality of rare tokens is not as good as those of frequent tokens. Therefore, it is more difficult to find an exact mapping for such a query. Even so, our approach can still rank a correct mapping at the third place (‘System.Windows.Controls.RichTextBox.CaretPosition’), while

Table 8: Effect of Refinement on Frequent vs. Rare Tokens

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Baselines</th>
<th>% Ground truth</th>
<th>Eval size</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>Top-1</th>
<th>Top-5</th>
<th>Top-10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>With Refine</td>
<td>Top 10%</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bottom 10%</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Without Refine</td>
<td>Bottom 10%</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Ap2Api produce totally unrelated results. For the last query, even though there has no mapping in C# by the ground truth, the retrieved results are still reasonably close. The query, in this case, is an API for an atomic operation, which is related to thread handling. Our approach can generalize the result mappings to the ‘System.Threading’ APIs in C#, while the results from Ap2Api are totally unrelated.

This experiment shows that Adversarial Learning can maximize the similarity between the two distributions so that similar APIs are clustered together.

6 THREATS TO VALIDITY AND LIMITATIONS

The goal of domain adaptation is to use as little knowledge as possible for any pair of languages. However, we only perform the experiments on Java and C# in this paper because it is not easy to find a good and large enough evaluation dataset for other pairs of languages. We leave this task for the future.

While unsupervised adversarial learning method does not require any seed as parallel data, there is a risk that the distributions of vectors (embeddings) in the two spaces are not so similar. Through our experiments, it is confirmed that the performance could be improved further by initializing the unsupervised adversarial learning method with a small set of seeds taken from the seed-based domain adaptation, and by generating the rest of API mappings.

Our approach can only generate single API mapping instead of an API sequence mapping. Both Ap2Api and ours share such a limitation. In Ap2Api, they use the new mappings mined from the tool as the input for an external machine translation tool [11], to generate the mapping for API sequences. In the future, we can also feed the newly found mapping APIs from our tool to [11] as inputs.

We mainly use a simplified top-k accuracy metric to measure our performance against the Ap2Api. In real-world use cases, other information retrieval based metrics, such as MAP and MRR, may have less bias in evaluating the list of API mappings. We leave this for the future.

7 CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK

We have proposed a domain adaptation approach, named SAR, to automatically transform and align the vector spaces of two different languages and APIs used therein. Before and after the adversarial learning step, we adapted the code embedding technique with a seeding and a refinement method respectively. SAR can identify API mappings across different programming languages. Our evaluation shows that the mappings between Java and C# APIs identified by SAR can be more accurate than other approaches with just 174 mapping seeds that can be easily identified by an automatic, simple signature-based heuristic, and that SAR helps to identify hundreds of more API mappings between Java and C# SDKs.

Domain adaptation methods are useful for other software engineering tasks that involve different domains targeted by transfer learning [19, 20, 36], such as cross-language program classification, cross-language/project bug prediction. These tasks may benefit from the proposed approach when little curated data is available. Other SE tasks that are challenging due to lack of data, such as the out-of-vocabulary (OOV) problem [1, 7, 14] for learning and modeling fast-evolving software code, may also benefit from our domain adaptation approach, because the embeddings of OOV words may be approximated on-the-fly by adapting the known embeddings of their contextual or similar words in different languages. In the future, we will explore these variants of applications.
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